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ABSTRACT
We examined the pattern of synonymous substitutions in the duplicated Amylase (Amy) genes (called

the Amy1- and Amy3-type genes, respectively) in the Drosophila montium species subgroup. The GC content
at the third synonymous codon sites of the Amy1-type genes was higher than that of the Amy3-type genes,
while the GC content in the 5�-flanking region was the same in both genes. This suggests that the difference
in the GC content at third synonymous sites between the duplicated genes is not due to the temporal or
regional changes in mutation bias. We inferred the direction of synonymous substitutions along branches
of a phylogeny. In most lineages, there were more synonymous substitutions from G/C (G or C) to A/T
(A or T) than from A/T to G/C. However, in one lineage leading to the Amy1-type genes, which is
immediately after gene duplication but before speciation of the montium species, synonymous substitutions
from A/T to G/C were predominant. According to a simple model of synonymous DNA evolution in
which major codons are selectively advantageous within each codon family, we estimated the selection
intensity for specific lineages in a phylogeny on the basis of inferred patterns of synonymous substitutions.
Our result suggested that the difference in GC content at synonymous sites between the two Amy-type
genes was due to the change of selection intensity immediately after gene duplication but before speciation
of the montium species.

ADAPTIVE evolution of amino acid substitutions 1982; Grosjean and Fiers 1982; Shields et al. 1988;
Moriyama and Powell 1997). In addition, the positivecaused by positive Darwinian selection is one of

the most important mechanisms for the functional di- relationship between expression levels and codon bias
was observed. That is, highly expressed genes showvergence between members of a multigene family

(Hughes 2000). Therefore, previous studies have con- greater codon bias than genes with limited or low ex-
pression (Gouy and Gautier 1982; Shields et al. 1988).centrated on detecting an excess of (amino acid) re-

placement substitutions by comparing the patterns of Furthermore, the efficacy of natural selection on codon
usage is a function of recombination rate (Kliman andreplacement and synonymous substitutions. This proce-

dure has been used to infer evolutionary forces and Hey 1993; Comeron et al. 1999; Takano 1999). In Dro-
sophila, on the basis of patterns of polymorphism andprovided evidence for adaptive amino acid evolution

after gene duplication (Messier and Stewart 1997; divergence at synonymous sites, it has been found that
synonymous substitutions were subject to weak selectionZhang et al. 1998; Hughes et al. 2000).

Increasingly more findings suggest that most synony- against major and nonmajor codons (Akashi 1995). All
of these studies have suggested the action of naturalmous changes in unicellular organisms and Drosophila

are not neutral. Indeed, synonymous codon usage bias selection on synonymous (silent) sites in Drosophila.
However, the possible role of synonymous substitutionsis ubiquitous in Escherichia coli, Saccharomyces cerevisiae,

and Drosophila. In these organisms, codon usage is following gene duplication has been scarcely evaluated.
In particular, very few cases of weak selection causingbiased toward a subset of major codons (G- or C-ending
divergence at the synonymous sites between memberscodons), which generally code for the most abundant
of multigenes have been documented so far.tRNA(s) (Ikemura 1981, 1982; Bennetzen and Hall
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0.6% agar (w/v), and 0.4% propionic acid (v/v) in distilledtion of the Amy multigene family in the melanogaster
water] and starch medium [10% soluble starch (w/v), 5%species subgroup and several other species have been
killed yeast (w/v), 0.6% agar (w/v), and 0.4% propionic acid

well characterized. Previous studies showed that the (v/v) in distilled water]. They laid eggs for 3 days at 22�. After
members of the Amy multigene family have evolved in laying eggs, 10 adult flies were randomly collected without

distinguishing sexes and frozen at �70�. Ten third instar larvaea concerted manner (Hickey et al. 1991; Popadic and
grown on glucose medium and an additional 10 third instarAnderson 1995; Shibata and Yamazaki 1995; Inomata
larvae grown on starch medium were also randomly collectedand Yamazaki 2000). On the other hand, Drosophila
without distinguishing sexes. Larvae were washed with distilled

kikkawai and its sibling species were found to have two water and then stored at �70�.
types of very diverged Amy genes (the Amy1- and Amy3- The samples were homogenized by sonication in a buffer

[pH 8.9; 0.1 m Tris-borate, 5 mm MgCl2, and 10% sucrosetype genes) encoding active amylase isozymes (Inomata
(w/v)]. Before electrophoresis the protein content of eachand Yamazaki 2000). Their expression patterns in dif-
sample was measured by the BCA protein assay reagentferent food environments diverged after gene duplica-
(Pierce, Rockford, IL). Then, the samples with the equal pro-

tion but before speciation. The Amy1-type genes have tein content were applied to a polyacrylamide gel [5% acryl-
higher GC content at the third position of codons and amide (w/v), 0.2% bis-acrylamide (w/v), 20 mm CaCl2, and

0.1 m Tris-borate] in a 0.1 m Tris-borate (pH 8.9) buffer. Aftermore biased codon usage than do the Amy3-type genes.
running for 3 hr at 4� and 300 V, the gel was incubated atThese results suggest the presence of some relationship
37� in starch solution [1% soluble starch (w/v), 0.1 m Tris-between regulatory and synonymous evolution after
HCl (pH 7.4), and 20 mm CaCl2] for 1 hr. The gels were then

gene duplication. washed with water and stained in I2-KI solution. The band
To elucidate what evolutionary forces have acted on mobility was referred to as AMY1 and AMY3 isozymes in D.

melanogaster (Inomata et al. 1995).the Amy1- and Amy3-type genes, we sequenced the full
Data analysis: Alignment of DNA sequences was performedlength of both genes of the montium species. Here, we

using the CLUSTAL W program (Thomson et al. 1994). Gapdescribe evolutionary patterns of the two Amy-type genes
alignment in the 5�-flanking regions was corrected by hand.

and propose that the divergence at the synonymous sites Codon usage bias (effective number of codons [ENC];
between them is due to the change of selection intensity Wright 1990) and GC content at synonymous third codon

position was computed using the DnaSP program, version 3.50immediately after gene duplication but before specia-
(Rozas and Rozas 1999). A neighbor-joining (NJ) tree fromtion of the montium species.
the 1000-bootstrap resampling with Jukes and Cantor’s
(1969) distance was produced by using the CLUSTAL W.
The PAML program, version 3.0 (Yang 2000), employing the

MATERIALS AND METHODS maximum likelihood (ML) method, and the PAUP program,
version 4.0 (Swofford 1998), employing the maximum parsi-DNA sequences: Genomic DNA libraries of D. nagarholensis
mony (MP) method, were also used to construct phylogenetic(strain name: PGE in Centre National de la Recherche Scienti-
trees.fique), D. punjabiensis (strain name: 14028-0531.0 in Bowling

The likelihood ratio test was used to test two evolutionaryGreen State University), and D. watanabei (strain name:
models. The null hypothesis was that there would be no lin-SWB248 in Tokyo Metropolitan University) were constructed.
eage-specific effects of evolutionary rate with constant dN/dSIt should be noted that on the basis of a morphological analysis
ratio throughout lineages, and the alternative hypothesis wasthe species of the stock number 14028-0531.0 at Bowling
that there would be an independent dN/dS ratio for everyGreen State University was regarded as D. punjabiensis, al-
lineage. We incorporated transition/transversion bias and bi-though it is described as D. jambulina. The Amy1, Amy2 (Amy1-
ased codon frequencies into the models. Estimation of dN/type), and Amy3 (Amy3-type) genes were isolated from the
dS ratio was performed by the ML method using the PAMLgenomic libraries by plaque hybridization using recombinant
program. According to the best model obtained by the likeli-plasmids with the PCR product containing the partial Amy1-
hood ratio test, the ancestral sequences at the nodes wereor Amy3-type gene from each species as probes. They were
estimated by the ML method using the PAML program. Thensequenced on both strands of DNA using ABI automated se-
their GC content and the number of nucleotide substitutionsquencer Model 377 and a DNA sequencing kit (BigDye termi-
at synonymous third position along branches were counted.nator cycle sequencing ready reaction, ABI) with the synthetic

oligonucleotide primers. The new sequences obtained in this
study were deposited in the DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ)
and their accession numbers are AB078765–AB078773. All RESULTS
other Amy sequences of D. kikkawai, D. bocki, D. leontia, and

Phylogenetic tree of the Amy genes: In D. kikkawai andD. lini (accession nos. AB035055–AB035069), which came
from the genomic libraries (Inomata and Yamazaki 2000) its sibling species, there were three or four paralogous
were obtained from the DDBJ. The Amy sequences of D. virilis genes. On the basis of the restriction maps and subse-
(accession no. U02029) and Scaptodrosophila lebanonensis (ac- quent sequencing, the Amy1 gene was distinguishedcession no. AB078774) were used as outgroups in the phyloge-

from the Amy2, although they were similar to each other,netic tree reconstruction and in the inference of patterns of
while the sequences of the Amy3 and Amy4 genes weresynonymous substitutions. The Amy sequences of D. pseudoob-

scura (accession no. X76240) and D. melanogaster (accession identical. Therefore, the numbering of Amy3 and Amy4
no. L22730) were also included in the phylogenetic tree. was arbitrary (Inomata and Yamazaki 2000). The Amy1

AMY protein electrophoresis: The samples for AMY protein and Amy2 genes and the Amy3 and Amy4 genes are calledelectrophoresis were collected as follows. Adult flies of the
the Amy1-type gene and the Amy3-type gene, respectivelythree montium species were transferred to the two test foods,

glucose medium [10% glucose (w/v), 5% killed yeast (w/v), (Inomata and Yamazaki 2000). The Amy genes cloned
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Figure 1.—A neighbor-joining tree
for the two Amy-type genes of the seven
montium species. Bootstrap value from
1000 replications is shown along each
branch. The Amy sequences of D. virilis
and S. lebanonensis were used as an out-
group. The Amylase gene locus is indi-
cated in parentheses.

from genomic libraries of the three montium species, D. the two Amy gene types when the MP method was used
(data not shown). Furthermore, although the locationnagarholensis, D. punjabiensis, and D. watanabei, could be

assigned to each gene type on the basis of their flanking of the Amy gene of D. melanogaster in the MP tree was
the same as that in the NJ tree, its bootstrap value wassequences. Figure 1 shows an NJ tree constructed using

coding regions of the Amy1- and Amy3-type genes in D. not high (75%). Therefore, the placement of the Amy
genes of D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura is not clear.bocki, D. kikkawai, D. leontia, D. lini, D. nagarholensis, D.

punjabiensis, and D. watanabei. The Amy3-type genes were In both types of Amy genes the branching pattern in
the kikkawai complex (D. bocki, D. kikkawai, D. leontia,outside of the Amy genes of D. melanogaster and D. pseudo-

obscura, but the bootstrap value for the Amy gene of and D. lini) was consistent with the previous report (Ino-
mata and Yamazaki 2000) and those four species clus-D. pseudoobscura was not high (79%). The ML method

supported the branching pattern of the NJ tree. How- tered together with D. nagarholensis, D. punjabiensis, and
D. watanabei. For the Amy3-type gene D. punjabiensis clus-ever, the Amy gene of D. pseudoobscura was outside of
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Figure 2.—Electrophoretic pattern of AMY iso-
zymes at two stages, larval (L) and adult (A), on
two test media in D. punjabiensis, D. watanabei, and
D. nagarholensis. G and S indicate glucose and
starch media. White numbers indicate AMY iso-
zymes encoded by the Amy1, Amy2, and Amy3
genes. U indicates an unassigned isozyme. The
AMY1 and AMY3 isozymes of D. melanogaster were
used as mobility markers (M).

tered with D. watanabei and then with D. nagarholensis. As previously reported in D. bocki, D. kikkawai, D. leon-
tia, and D. lini (Inomata and Yamazaki 2000), the AMY3On the other hand, for the Amy1-type gene the branching

pattern of those three species was not clear (see Figure isozymes of the three species analyzed in this study,
D. nagarholensis, D. punjabiensis, and D. watanabei, were1). Therefore, for further analyses, we used, for simplic-

ity, the Amy1 and Amy3 genes as representatives of each observed at both larval and adult stages, and their activi-
ties were lower on glucose medium than on starch me-gene type, and to exclude the uncertainty of the topol-

ogy we chose the four montium species (D. kikkawai, D. dium. In contrast, the AMY1 isozymes were observed
only in larvae and their activities were higher on starchlini, D. nagarholensis, and D. watanabei) and two outgroup

species (D. virilis and S. lebanonensis). Their topology is medium. This indicates that expression of the Amy1-
type gene is more regulated than that of the Amy3-typeshown in Figure 4. However, including other species

(D. punjabiensis, D. pseudoobscura, and D. melanogaster), gene at the transcriptional level, since amylase activity
is mostly determined by the amount of mRNA (Benkelas in Figure 1, did not change our results fundamentally

(data not shown). and Hickey 1986; Yamate and Yamazaki 1999).
Base composition of the two Amy-type genes: CodonElectrophoretic pattern of AMY isozymes: Figure 2

shows electrophoretic pattern of AMY isozymes on two bias and GC content are summarized in Table 1. Figure
3 shows average GC content in the two Amy-type genes.media (glucose and starch) at two stages (larval and

adult). In Drosophila the mobility of AMY isozymes is As demonstrated in previous studies (Inomata and
Yamazaki 2000), the Amy1-type genes have higher GCdetermined mostly by the charge differences of putative

mature proteins (Inomata et al. 1995; Matsuo et al. content at synonymous third codon positions. In addi-
tion, GC content at fourfold degenerate sites is also1999). Therefore, we scored �1, 0, or �1 for each

amino acid with negative, neutral, or positive charges, higher in the Amy1-type genes than in the Amy3-type
genes. On the other hand, there were few differencesrespectively. On the basis of the charge differences, we

inferred which gene copy encodes an AMY isozyme. The in GC content at the first and second codon positions
between the two Amy-type genes (Figure 3). Therefore,net charges of the Amy1, Amy2, and Amy3 genes were,

respectively, �6, �6, and �7 in D. nagarholensis; �9, the differences in base composition between them can
be attributed to base composition at synonymous sites.�9, and �7 in D. punjabiensis; and �9, �10, and �6 in

D. watanabei. However, there was an exception for the In the Amy1- and Amy3-type genes the average GC
content at synonymous third codon position was 88.7relationship between the mobility and the charge. Al-

though the Amy3 gene in D. watanabei has the same and 69.8%, respectively, and the average codon usage
bias measured by ENC (Wright 1990) was 29.9 andcharge as the Amy1 and Amy2 genes in D. nagarholensis,

we regarded the slowest isozyme in D. watanabei as the 41.8, respectively (see Table 1). On the other hand, the
average GC content of the intron of the Amy1- and Amy3-product of the Amy3 gene and the slowest isozyme in

D. nagarholensis as the product of the Amy1 and Amy2 type genes was 42.8 and 35.2%, respectively, and that
of the 5�-flanking region was 46.1 and 45.0%, respec-genes. This exception might be due to the difference

in the three-dimensional structure of the AMY proteins. tively (see Table 1). The difference in GC content be-
tween the two Amy-type genes in the noncoding regionsIn D. watanabei an additional isozyme was observed. It

could be encoded by the fourth Amy copy or by the is relatively small compared with that in the coding
regions, suggesting the similar mutational bias betweenallele of Amy1, Amy2, or Amy3 genes. Hereafter, we call

the AMY isozymes encoded by the Amy1-type gene and the two Amy-type genes in the noncoding regions.
Patterns of synonymous substitutions: For further ex-Amy3-type gene the AMY1 isozymes and AMY3 isozymes,

respectively. amination of the difference in base composition, we
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TABLE 1

GC content and codon bias in the duplicated Amylase genes

GC3sa (%) Intronb 5�-flankingc (%) ENC

Amy1 typed

D. bocki (1) 87.1 47.6 (63) 45.0 30.5
D. kikkawai (1) 87.1 46.0 (63) 45.0 31.4
D. leontia (1) 86.5 47.6 (63) 46.0 30.4
D. lini (1) 87.9 44.4 (63) 47.0 30.3
D. nagarholensis (1) 90.1 34.9 (63) 46.0 28.8
D. punjabiensis (1) 90.9 41.8 (55) 45.5 28.7
D. watanabei (1) 91.5 41.8 (55) 46.8 28.2
D. bocki (2) 87.9 49.2 (59) 45.8 30.5
D. kikkawai (2) 87.5 46.0 (63) 44.5 31.8
D. leontia (2) 86.5 46.0 (63) 40.0 31.2
D. lini (2) 87.9 46.0 (63) 45.8 30.2
D. nagarholensis (2) 88.8 35.7 (56) 49.2 (264 bp) 29.6
D. punjabiensis (2) 90.7 33.9 (56) 49.2 (262 bp) 28.7
D. watanabei (2) 91.8 38.1 (63) 49.2 (254 bp) 28.4
Average (Amy1 type) 88.7 42.8 (60.6) 46.1 29.9

Amy3 typed

D. bocki (3) 71.2 37.3 (67) 43.5 40.6
D. bocki (4) 69.9 38.8 (67) 44.8 42.3
D. kikkawai (3) 71.4 38.1 (63) 44.0 40.9
D. kikkawai (4) 71.4 38.1 (63) 44.0 40.9
D. leontia (3) 70.1 37.3 (67) 43.3 41.4
D. leontia (4) 71.0 37.3 (67) 43.8 41.1
D. lini (3) 71.4 38.8 (67) 46.0 42.2
D. nagarholensis (3) 68.3 42.4 (66) 47.5 42.2
D. punjabiensis (3) 66.4 40.9 (66) 46.8 44.1
D. watanabei (3) 67.2 40.9 (66) 46.0 42.7
Average (Amy3 type) 69.8 39.0 (65.9) 45.0 41.8

Non-montium species
S. lebanonensis 66.7 37.5 (56) 40.5 42.8
D. virilis 70.0 49.2 (59) 43.3 37.3
D. melanogaster 89.0 — 40.1 (322 bp) 28.7
D. pseudoobscura 87.9 62.0 (71) 51.4 (177 bp) 28.8

a The GC content at synonymous third position.
b The length of intron is indicated in parentheses. The Amylase gene of D. melanogaster has no intron.
c The GC content in the 400 bp of 5�-flanking nucleotide sequences is listed. When �400 bp are available,

the length of nucleotide is shown in parentheses.
d The Amylase gene locus is indicated in parentheses.

estimated the ancestral sequences at each node by the positions for each branch are summarized in Table 2.
The total number of synonymous substitutions alongmaximum likelihood method. Then we computed their

GC content at synonymous third codon positions and branches leading to the Amy1- and Amy3-type genes was
60 and 85, respectively. The estimates of dS alongdivided synonymous substitutions into G/C (G or C) →

A/T (A or T) and A/T → G/C substitution along each branches leading to the Amy1- and Amy3-type genes were
0.5816 and 0.6348, respectively, and then the total num-branch. Before estimation, we tested the constancy of

the lineage-specific dN/dS ratio on the topology shown ber of synonymous substitutions estimated using these
values reached �140 and 150, respectively. Therefore,in Figure 4 using the likelihood ratio test. Twice the

difference in log-likelihood scores between the null hy- the total number of synonymous substitutions was un-
derestimated. This is because no multiple-hit correctionpothesis (constant ratio) and the alternative (lineage-

specific ratio) was 49.30 and then the ratio constancy was made. However, for our analysis direction of substi-
tutions or substitutional bias, rather than their totalwas rejected (d.f. � 17, P � 0.005). Therefore, we em-

ployed the model with the lineage-specific ratio for esti- number, is important. After Amy1/Amy3 duplication but
before montium speciation, there was a highly significantmation of the ancestral sequences. The estimated num-

ber of synonymous and replacement substitutions and difference in the G/C (G or C) ↔ A/T (A or T) substitu-
tion pattern between the Amy1- and Amy3-type genesdirection of synonymous substitutions at third codon
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codons and A- or T-ending codons are defined as major
and nonmajor codons, respectively, and their frequen-
cies are equal to GC content at synonymous third posi-
tions. This assumption could be reasonable, since codon
preference pattern is very similar among Drosophila
species examined (Akashi 1994, 1995; Akashi and
Schaeffer 1997). And let s be the selective advantage
of major codons over nonmajor codons under semidom-
inance. The genetic model is

1 � s u→ 1

G- or C-ending codons (major) ←
v A- or T-ending codons (nonmajor),

(Li 1987; Bulmer 1991), where u is the mutation rate
from a major codon to a nonmajor codon and v is
the reverse mutation rate. The number of synonymous
substitutions from G/C to A/T, kAT, from the ancestral
node (e.g., node 1 in Figure 4) to the second node (e.g.,

Figure 3.—Average GC content at different sites of codons node 3 in Figure 4) is given by
for the two Amy (Amy1 and Amy3)-type genes in the montium
species. GC1, GC2, GC3, and GC4 refer to GC content at the kAT � 2Nuq

�S
2N(1 � e S)

t, (1)first, second, and third codon position and fourfold degener-
ate sites of codons, respectively.

where q is the frequency of major codons in the ancestral
node (e.g., node 1 in Figure 4), S � 4Ns, �S/(2N(1 �
e S)) is the ultimate fixation probability of nonmajor(see Table 3, G with Williams’ correction � 59.16, d.f. �
codons whose initial frequency is 1⁄2N, and t is the num-1, P � 0.01). On the other hand, after montium specia-
ber of generations from the ancestral node to the sec-tion there was no difference in the G/C ↔ A/T substitu-
ond node. Similarly, the number of synonymous substi-tion pattern between the two Amy-type genes (see Table
tutions from A/T to G/C, kGC, from the ancestral node4, G with Williams’ correction � 0.72, d.f. � 1, P 	 0.5),
(e.g., node 1 in Figure 4) to the second node (e.g., nodealthough substitutions from G/C to A/T were predomi-
3 in Figure 4) is given bynant in both Amy-type genes (G with Williams’ correc-

tion � 7.24, d.f. � 1, P � 0.01 for Amy1-type gene; G
kGC � 2Nv(1 � q)

S
2N(1 � e�S)

t, (2)with Williams’ correction � 5.85, d.f. � 1, P � 0.05 for
Amy3-type genes). These observations indicate that the

where (1 � q) is the frequency of nonmajor codons indirection of synonymous substitutions has changed be-
the ancestral node, and S/(2N(1 � e�S)) is the ultimatetween the two Amy-type genes immediately after gene
fixation probability of major codons whose initial fre-duplication but before speciation of the montium spe-
quency is 1⁄2N. On the basis of Equations 1 and 2, N andcies. That is, an excess of synonymous substitutions from
t should be canceled out by taking the ratio kAT/kGC, inA/T to G/C has occurred only in the lineage leading
the case of the duplicated genes, and then we haveto the Amy1-type genes, whereas the G/C to A/T substi-

tutions have been generally predominant throughout
S � ln�uv� � ln� q

1 � q� � ln�kAT

kGC
�, (3)all other lineages (see Table 2).

Divergent evolution at synonymous sites: To infer the
possible causes for synonymous changes, we consider where S is a function of mutation bias (u/v). For a

given lineage, q and kAT/kGC can be estimated by the MLthe simplest model for major codon preference. Assum-
method. Suppose the estimates of kAT/kGC for the Amy1-ing the mutation rate is constant for the two Amy-type
and Amy3-type gene lineages are (kAT/kGC)1 and (kAT/genes, it is very likely that changes in the pattern of
kGC)3, respectively. Here, estimates of q at node 1, (kAT/synonymous substitutions are due to the fluctuation of
kGC)1, and (kAT/kGC)3, were 0.846, 0.270, and 8.857, re-selective constraint after gene duplication. To investi-
spectively. Note that, on the basis of Equation 3, thegate the dynamics of the fluctuation of selective con-
difference in selection intensities at the same u/v be-straint, consider a population of N diploid individuals
tween the two lineages isat mutation-selection-drift equilibrium, assuming that

the internal nodes 1, 3, and 6 in Figure 3 are at statistical
S1 � S3 � ln�kAT

kGC
�1 � ln�kAT

kGC
�3 � constant. (4)equilibrium. For simplicity, assume two states, major

and nonmajor codon, and that the actual population
size is equal to the effective size (N). Here, G- or C-ending We estimated the changes of selection intensity (S �
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Figure 4.—Amylase gene tree used for estima-
tion of the pattern of substitutions. The numbers
in parentheses represent the Amy gene type. GC3s
indicates GC content at synonymous third codon
position.

4Ns) with the increase of mutation bias (u/v) for the gion. This result indicated that an excess of synonymous
two lineages, nodes 1–3 and nodes 1–6, respectively. substitutions from AT to GC has occurred in the Amy1
Figure 5 shows that selection intensity (Ns) of the Amy1- gene lineage after gene duplication but before specia-
type gene lineage is always larger than that of the Amy3- tion of the montium species and that this has resulted
type gene lineage under the same u/v and that their in higher GC content in the Amy1-type genes. One of
difference is �1. Furthermore, selection intensity of the the plausible explanations for the excess of synonymous
Amy1-type gene lineage was Ns 	 1⁄2 in any u/v, sug- substitutions from AT to GC is the temporal or regional
gesting that the major codons have been preferred. changes in mutation bias. If the excess of synonymous

substitutions is due to the changes in mutation bias after
gene duplication but before speciation of the montium

DISCUSSION species, GC content in the noncoding regions should
differ between the two Amy-type genes. However, theWe could not estimate the direction of substitutions
GC content in the 5�-flanking region was the same inbetween the two Amy-type genes in the noncoding re-
both genes (Table 1). Although GC content of the in-gions by the ML method because the two regions were
tron was higher in the Amy1-type genes than in thetoo diverged and could not be aligned. Therefore, we
Amy3-type genes, the difference was smaller than thatcannot directly infer what changes have occurred in the
in GC content at synonymous sites (27.1% increase innoncoding regions after Amy gene duplication before
Amy1 synonymous sites, while 9.7% increase in the Amy1speciation of the montium species. However, differences
intron). This observation is not likely to support thein base composition between the coding and noncoding
temporal or regional changes in mutation bias. Alterna-regions of the two Amy-type genes are striking, especially

those between synonymous sites and the 5�-flanking re- tively, it suggests that a small difference in selection
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TABLE 2

The patterns of nucleotide substitutions along phylogenetic tree branches in the Amylase coding sequence

Brancha A/T → G/Cb G/C → A/Tc Others Sum dN dS dN/dS

1 ↔ 2 NS NS NS NS 0.0348 0.6336 0.0549
2 → S. lebanonensis 21 67 14 102 0.0483 0.9280 0.0521
2 → D. virilis 12 44 6 62 0.0459 0.5722 0.0803

To Amy3 genes
1 → 3 (Ancestal to Amy3) 7 62 16 85 0.0081 0.6348 0.0128
3 → 4 25 43 10 78 0.0042 0.4001 0.0105
4 → D. nagarholensis (3) 1 0 1 2 0.0015 0.0156 0.0935
4 → D. watanabei (3) 6 11 1 18 0.0046 0.0653 0.0711
3 → 5 0 0 0 0 0.0037 0.0191 0.1943
5 → D. lini (3) 7 10 3 20 0.0016 0.0894 0.0178
5 → D. kikkawai (3) 6 7 4 17 0.0069 0.0863 0.0802
Amy3 lineage after speciationd 45 71 19 135 0.0225 0.6758 0.0333

To Amy1 genes
1 → 6 (Ancestal to Amy1) 37 10 13 60 0.0107 0.5816 0.0185
6 → 7 12 6 10 28 0.0029 0.1414 0.0204
7 → D. nagarholensis (1) 1 7 1 9 0.0007 0.0440 0.0166
7 → D. watanabei (1) 3 1 2 6 0.0030 0.0352 0.0845
6 → 8 0 0 0 0 0.0039 0.0292 0.1324
8 → D. lini (1) 1 11 3 15 0.0001 0.0726 0.0010
8 → D. kikkawai (1) 1 13 2 16 0.0045 0.0945 0.0481
Amy1 lineage after speciationd 18 38 18 74 0.0151 0.4169 0.0362

a Each branch is represented by an ancestral node to descendant one shown in Figure 4.
b The number of synonymous substitutions from A or T to G or C at synonymous third positions.
c The number of synonymous substitutions from G or C to A or T at synonymous third positions.
d The sum of the substitutions after speciation of the four montium species.

intensity has caused the synonymous divergence be- and Amy3 lineages, respectively (see Figure 5). That is,
after gene duplication but before speciation, synony-tween the two Amy-type genes.

Here, consider the plausible selection intensity in the mous sites of the Amy1-type gene have been under weak
selection where major codons have selective advantagetwo Amy gene lineages. At equilibrium and s � 0 in the

model described above, q � v/(u � v) (Sueoka 1962); over nonmajor codons (e.g., Akashi 1995), while those
of the Amy3-type gene have evolved in neutral fashion.then mutation bias (the ratio of mutation rates), u/v,

is equal to the ratio of AT to GC content. Assuming The difference in the selection intensity between the
two Amy-type genes could result from an increase in theequilibrium and neutral evolution in the noncoding

regions, mutation bias is �1.2–1.6 in the two Amy gene magnitude of selection in the Amy1-type gene lineage,
a decrease in the Amy3-type gene lineage, or both, com-regions. In D. melanogaster, mutation bias is suggested

to be 1.5 (Akashi 1996); thus those values are consistent paring to the ancestral state. At present, we cannot esti-
mate the ancestral state and our present results givewith the previous study. Therefore, roughly speaking,

selection intensity, Ns, could be 1 and 0 in the Amy1 only weak support for the increase in the selection inten-
sity in the Amy1-type gene lineage. On the other hand,
since synonymous sites in Drosophila genes have been

TABLE 3

Substitution bias after gene duplication but TABLE 4
before montium speciation

Substitution bias after montium speciation
Amy1 Amy3

Amy1 Amy3
A/T → G/C 37 7

A/T → G/C 18 45G/C → A/T 10 62
G/C → A/T 38 71

The substitutions along the internal branches between
nodes 1 and 3 and nodes 1 and 6, which indicate after gene The sum of the substitutions along all branches after diver-

gence at nodes 3 and 6, which indicate after speciation of theduplication but before speciation of the four montium species.
GWill indicates G value with Williams’ correction. GWill � 59.16; four montium species. GWill indicates G value with Williams’

correction. GWill � 0.72; P 	 0.05.P 
 0.001.
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Figure 5.—Estimates of selection intensity (Ns)
with different mutation biases (u/v) for the Amy1
and Amy3 lineages.

under weak selection (e.g., Akashi 1995), the weakened the Amy3-type genes was almost the same (see Figure 2;
Inomata and Yamazaki 2000). Since amylase activity isselection in the Amy3-type gene lineage is plausible.

The weakened selection intensity in the Amy3-type determined mostly by the amount of mRNA (Benkel
and Hickey 1986; Yamate and Yamazaki 1999), pat-gene lineage is likely to be caused by the relaxation

of selective constraint following gene duplication, the terns of amylase activity reflect the mRNA expression
profile. These quantitative differences of mRNAs be-difference in recombination environment, or both. In

D. kikkawai the Amy1-type genes reside in a chromosomal tween the two type genes could be due to the changes
of the regulatory elements such as cis-sequences and/arm, suggesting a normal recombination rate, whereas

the Amy3-type genes are located near the centromere, or trans-acting elements. Similar to the four species in
the kikkawai complex (Inomata and Yamazaki 2000),suggesting a low recombination rate (Inomata and
only some cis-regulatory sequences were found in theYamazaki 2000). A lower recombination rate leads to
5�-flanking region of the Amy3-type genes, whereas thereduction of selective efficacy (Hill and Robertson
cis-regulatory sequences of the Amy1-type genes were1966; Begun and Aquadro 1992; Comeron et al. 1999;
well conserved compared with other Drosophila AmyMcVean and Charlesworth 2000). Therefore, assum-
genes (data not shown). Together with those observa-ing that the chromosomal locations of the two Amy-type
tions, the most plausible scenario is as follows: Aftergenes in the ancestral montium species were the same,
gene duplication, the duplicated genes could have func-the difference in recombination environment might re-
tional redundancy, resulting in the weakened selection.sult in the different selection intensity between the
Therefore, one of the duplicated genes, the Amy3-typeAmy1- and Amy3-type genes. However, in the case of the
gene, lost the ancient function, probably in the cis-regu-duplicated genes the weakened selection intensity is
latory regions. This caused a lower level of expression,likely to be more easily explained by a fluctuation of
resulting in neutral evolution at synonymous sites. How-selection coefficient, s, itself because of functional re-
ever, we still do not know why the Amy3-type genes havedundancy following gene duplication.
not lost their function completely. More studies areAs shown in the present and previous studies (Ino-
needed to address this interesting question.mata and Yamazaki 2000), the montium species shows

more biased codon usage in the Amy1-type genes than We thank Drs. T. Ohta, H. Tachida, T. S. Takano, and A. E. Szmidt
for fruitful discussion. This work was supported by research grants toin the Amy3-type genes. The degree to which codon
N.I. and T.Y. and by a research fellowship to Z.Z. from the Ministry ofusage is biased toward major codons is associated with
Education, Science and Culture of Japan and by a research cooperativegene expression levels (Gouy and Gautier 1982; Gros-
program (PICS 607) to M.-L.C. from the CNRS.
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